Introduction
Over the past twenty years several switched-capacitor (SC) biquads have been reported and used in practical applications. A systematic comparison for the realization of SC filters using most popular SC biquads is given in [1] . The biquads being compared are:
Type-E: Fleischer and Laker's E-type biquad in [2] ; Type-F: Fleischer and Laker's F-type biquad in [2] ; FGL Type: Modified Fleischer and Laker's biquads in [3] ; G-T Type: Gregorian and Temes's biquad in [4] ; M-S Type: Martin and Sedra's biquad in [5] ; SSGI Type and SSGII Type: Sanchez-Sinencio, Silva-Martinez and Geiger's type-I and type-II biquads in [6] ; and Nagaraj type: Nagaraj's biquad proposed in [7] . 1 All of these biquads are realized using a feedback loop containing one inverting and one non-inverting conventional integrators. Two important factors, which limit the performance of the SC integrators, are the finite dc gain 0 A and the finite bandwidth GB of the operational amplifiers (op amps). However, in SC circuits the distortion, introduced by the finite gain 0 A , is more pronounced than that by the finite bandwidth [8] . On the other hand, a nonzero input-referred op amp offset voltage V OS introduces an output offset voltage that may become a significant limitation to the permissible signal swing. This has led to the development of gain-and offset-compensated (GOC) integrators where the phase error
1 A / (in a conventional integrator this is a simple inverse dependence 0 / 1 A ). In most of the GOC integrators, reported in the literature, the reduction in phase error was obtained at the expense of increased gain error m(̒ ). According to the authors knowledge, the Betts-91 [9] and the Shafeeu-91 [10] circuits are the two GOC integrators that have the same sample correction property, which results in simultaneous reduction of gain and phase errors. The Betts-91 integrator is however quite complex. The Shafeeu-91 integrator uses fewer components but requires a four-phase clock. The simple bi-phase GOC Nagaraj-86 [11] and Ki-89 [12] integrators can be directly interconnected to form an excellent GOC integrator-pair, without the use of extra clock phases or sampling circuits to satisfy the sampling conditions.
The gain errors of the integrators affect the pole frequency f p of the biquad while the phase errors affect the pole quality factor p Q and the magnitude of the biquad transfer function p H at the pole frequency.
In this paper, an approach for decreasing of the errors in the pole frequency f p , in the pole Q-factor p Q and in the magnitude at the pole frequency p H of SC biquads is proposed. It is based on the use of simple and fast amplifiers with low but precisely known and stable op amps dc gain [13] [14] [15] . The op amp, proposed in [13] , has a nominal dc gain of about 40 dB, that varies by ±0.7 dB for all possible technological spreads and temperature variations. The effectiveness of the approach proposed is demonstrated by designing a bandpass SC biquad.
Proposed Design Approach
The z-domain biquadratic transfer function has the general form 
where
, with f s denoting the sampling frequency.
For a given SC structure, in standard design the op amp gain value 0 A is assumed to be infinite. Then the coefficients in (1) are functions only of the capacitances. In the depend of the proposed SC biquads the denominator D z ( ) comprises at least five feedback capacitors: two integrating capacitors around the two op amps, one damping capacitor and two capacitors connected between the two integrators to form a feedback loop. These capacitors determine the pole frequency f p and the pole quality factor Q p in the biquad. In addition to the feedback capacitors the numerator N z ( ) comprises the feed forward capacitors. These capacitors control the gain k and permit the realization of the different generic biquadratic transfer functions.
For any pair of complex conjugate poles in the z-domain, one can write the denominator as 
where R is the radius and θ is the angle of the pole.
From (2) the following relationships for the pole frequency and the pole Qfactor can be derived:
and
For small ratio f f 
In the ideal case ( A 0 → ∞), from (5), (6) and (1) the logarithmic sensitivities of f p , Q p and of the magnitude at the pole frequency H p to the capacitances C q can be obtained.
Using the simple classical definition of sensitivity of quantity y on the variable x:
and 
The relative deviations in the pole frequency f p , in the pole Q-factor Q p and in the magnitude at the pole frequency H p due to the small variation of the capacitances around their nominal values are approximately given by [16] ,
where m C is the number of capacitances in (5);
n C is the number of capacitances in (6); and p C is the number of capacitances in (1). from the denominator and one feed forward capacitance C N from the numerator of (1). These capacitances are chosen such that the following relation holds:
The (7), (8) and (9) 
Application of the Proposed Approach
The approach proposed is illustrated by means of the Sanchez-Sinencio, Silva-Martinez and Geiger's type-I (SSGI) bandpass biquad [6] , shown in Fig. 1 
According to the proposed approach the first integrator in the conventional biquad ( Fig. 1) is replaced with the Ki-89 integrator and the second integratorwith the Nagaraj-86 integrator. The resulting filter is shown in Fig. 2 The performance parameters of the GOC biquad for A A
The ideal z-domain transfer function is 
From (16) the following approximate expressions for the pole frequency f p and the quality Q p can be derived:
The corresponding logarithmic sensitivities of f p and Q p to the capacitances are from the numerator of [16] :
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, , )¸ (C C C 4 6 3 , , ) and (C C C 5 6 3 , , ), for which the inequality (13) is valid. For the first group ( 
where at the beginning of the iterative procedure the terms ( ∆ f f The modified capacitance values C 1 ', C 2 ' and C 3 ' for four iterations are given in Table 1 . Table 1 Modified capacitance values C 1 ', C 2 ' and C 3 ' of the GOC biquad. The corresponding performance parameters of the GOC biquad are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 Performance parameters of the GOC biquad with modified capacitances
Number of iterations 
By proceeding in the same way for the group (C C C 5 6 3 , , ) after the fourth iteration the following rounded-off capacitance values are obtained: Table 4 summarizes the performance parameters of the GOC biquad with rounded-off capacitances ' 
